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Creating an International
Recruitment Strategy on a
“Shoe String Budget”

Greg Wymer

What does it take to successfully recruit
international students?
Do you need to travel internationally?
- Helps, but not necessary at the
beginning.
If you are given a budget to do so, great…
otherwise, there are some basic strategies
that we will discuss which will allow you to
recruit international students w/o traveling.

Do you need an International Student
Services/Affairs Office?
- Helps, but not necessary at the
beginning .
Higher Education, numbers drive resources… so
as the numbers of international students increase
at your institution, so will the resources directed to
the area of international recruitment and
international student affairs.
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Do you need buy in from various “Key
Players” at the institution?
The answer is Yes.
Who are those players?
–
–
–
–
–
–

President
Vice President of Academic Affairs
Vice President of Finance. (CFO)
Vice President of Student Affairs
Faculty
Staff

In order to begin an international initiative,
you have to have some resources or it is
clearly not going to work.
Proposals detailing
the ROI (Return on
Investment)
Essential if any CFO
or VP of Finance is
going to buy into the
value of
International
Students.

What Resources are needed to recruit international
students/ make an international initiative successful?

• Funds - What is a “Shoe String Budget?”
– Salary and Benefits for one staff
member to begin recruiting
international students.
• Base salary of around $30k - $40K plus
benefits.
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Resources Needed Continued…
– Operating budget.
• Varies.
– Different models:
» Admissions Office vs. Separate Office
» One school, I had no operating budget and
depended solely on the Admission Office to
support me.
» Another School, I had an operating budget of 5k
to begin with and then wrote a proposal for an
additional $20 to focus on specific recruitment
initiatives

Resources Needed Continued…
Staffing:
- Admissions
- Transition to the College
- Advising on the F1 regulations
- Student Activities, etc.

Resources Needed Continued…
Various Models:
- College or University also needs someone to advise students
on cultural adjustment issues as well as F1 (possibly J1
regulations.) At the schools I was at, I did both. Point is,
there needs to be someone that meets the needs of the
students once they arrive.
- Is the college going to have one person that focuses on the
recruitment efforts and one person that focuses on the
student affairs sides of things… different theories, but
initially, it may make the international initiative more
affordable by having one person do both until the school
reaches a “critical mass” / predetermined number.
- Personally, I like this model because I was able to
market an international office where I could guarantee
the experience they were going to have from a student
affairs stand point.
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So What Are Some Basic Strategies?

Basic Strategies:
- Lay the proper
foundation:
- Website
- Application
- View book
- Posters
- Develop a
communication
flow

Basic Strategies:
Address Affordability
- Scholarships/Grants
- Determine what scholarships
they are eligible for…
- Wrote a proposal to increase
our international
scholarship.
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Basic Marketing
Strategies:
Working with Agents?
Proposal based on ROI…
- Matriculation fee for
each student that
successfully enrolls.
- Ethics involved… lay out
the expectations.
- Example agreement
developed at MSUM
(Panel Discussion.)

Basic Marketing
Strategies:

- Mailing Campaign to
the Overseas
Advising Centers
connected with the
US Embassies.
- Applications
- View books
- Posters

Basic Marketing
Strategies:
- Work with a company
to break into a new
market and generate
leads.
(I.E. Hobsons
International)
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Other Strategies:
Networking:
- Join NAFSA
- Join MIE
- Begin to create a
list of colleagues
to glean
recruitment ideas/
bounce your ideas
of them.

Eventual Strategies…
Plan a trip overseas…
Using contacts you
currently have, or
people you know.
Faculty
Staff
Students
International College
Fairs

Best Strategy?

- Roll out the red carpet for your current
students.
Word of mouth makes a HUGE
impact on recruiting students.
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Discussion?

Questions?

Contact Info:

Greg Wymer
Director of Undergraduate Admission
Crown College
Wymerg@crown.edu
1-952-446-4144
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